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Distribution of caves in Texas
by A. Richard Smith
There's probably no one so lacking in common sense as to go looking for caves in mud or loose
sand, but the average Texas probably thinks that caves can occur in any sort of hard rocks. Don't
laugh; he's right. Caves of some sort occur in almost ~very kind of rock that's strong enough to
stand by its own weight- whether it's limestone or lava, granite or greywacke. Why then, since
hard rocks abound in Texas, are caves so localized? Answers to this very important question are
the topic of this exposition.
Caves and geology are closely tieJ
together, simply because caves depend on rocks for walls,
roof and floor.
More specifically, variations in kind of rock (solubility, ease of erosion) and
structures in the rocks (fracturing, folding) are the most important in formation of a cave at a
given place.
Since most caves form by solution of bedrock, most caves are in rock that is soluable,relatively speaking. An area of rock candy would no doubt have many, but not too permanent, caves,
but so far Big ~k Candy Mountain*has not been found.
Salt in salt domes along the Texas Gulf
Coast is the next most soluble rock we know. Unfortunately, all surface exposures of salt have
long since been disolved by the wetness of the coastal area.
Next down the line of solubility is
gypsum (CaSo 4 ·H 0). Texas has two large areas of gypsum- the Gypsum Plain and Northwest Texas 2
and scattered small areas - Gyp Hill in Brooks
County and the Malone Mountains.
Caves a r e
abundant over these gypsum outcrops;most drainage is by underground channels.
Gypsum caves
to gas bubble cavities and in part to chemical
are not usually extensive, with notable excepweathering of the individual grains. The caves
tions, because of the weak nature of the bedof Palo Duro Canyon in the Panhandle are rerock and ease of failure under load.
markable in the fact that they occur along the
Less soluble but more common are limestone
contact between sand-boulder landslides and the
and dolomite. For a number of reasons, these
underlying sandstone bedrock. These caves have
seem to be about equally soluble by g r o u n d
formed almost entirely by suffosion, or piping,
water, at least in Texas. Almost all the major
where uncemented sand grains are removed by the
caving areas in the state are in limestone and
erosional power of swiftly-moving ground-water.
or dolomite. Nevertheless, all limestone does
(Smith, 1967).
·
not have caves, for a variety of reasons
not
With the exception of the
permeable,
all strictly related to the rocks themselves.
porous sandstones just mentioned, the cavernous
Large areas of chalk in Texas,
such as
the
rocks of Texas,,particularly
limestone and
Austin Group and the Goodland Limestone have
few or no caves because of some
chemical or
gypsum, are almost impermeable
except
where
they have been broken.
This leads us to the
physical deficiency, perhaps high intergranular
importance of geologic structure in localizaporosity or high clay content.
Some other
limestone areas have too many insoluble shale
tion of caves. Water movement and solution in
interbeds for cavern formation.
The most imlimestone and gypsum first
begins along the
portant cavernous limestone area is the Edwardsavailable openings which are joints, faults,
Stockton Plateau with limestone thicknesses up
and bedding surfaces.
These last result from
to 500 feet. The Ellenburger Group limestoneinterruptions in deposition usually accompanied
dolomite outcrop around the core of the Llano
by some erosion, making an irreg.ular break beregion is intensely dissolved, with the most
tween beds. The origins of faults are diverse.
caves per square mile.
Texas has many important fault zones,
notably
A few other cave-bearing rock types are
the Balcones Fault zone and the faulting in the
worth mentioning more as curiosities
than as
Llano and Big Bend areas.
Whatever their oricommonplace. Marble, metamorphosed limestone,
gins, faults provide · avenues for
groundwater
in the Llano Region contains a few small caves
movement as evidenced by the large
springs
formed by solution.
The two or three caves in
along the Balcones Fault zohe in Bexar, Carnal,
East Texas are in sandstone and resulted perhaps
Hays and Travis counties. Joints may be caused
from local ground-water solution of the calcite
by the same tectonic stresses that give faults
cement between the sand grains which were later
and are closely r~lated to major
structures.
flushed out. In the Big Bend area
there, are
Again, regardless of their origin, joints proone or two caves in igneous rocks, due in part
vide openings for initial groundwater movement.
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Obviously, when there are no openings for water
to move through, caves will be rare.
As important to cave formation as rocks is
\va ter. Texas 1 geography
allows
tremendous
variations in the amount of rainfall in different areas. For example, an average 50 inches
of rain drowns East Texas each year, while less
than 10 inches sprinkles far West Texas. Consequently, there should be bigger caves in East
Central Texas than in West Central, but this is
not the case. Most Texas caves began to form,
apparently, during the last Ice Age, the Wisconsin Glacial, during which precipitation was
probably very different from now.
Certainly
there was sufficient water to make the large
caves we find now in Texas, but little more can
be said of the relation between rainfall and
caves.
Local physiography is important to cave
formation, too. Gypsum
caves in
Northwest
Texas will illustrate this aspect; many caves
there have upper entrances on the upland surface and lower (downstream) entrances on river
valley sides. Few caves are known from areas
away from the rivers.
On
the other hand conditions may vary sufficiently so as to ignore
the effects of relief; Indian Creek Cave is a
good example. Deep underground,
it pays n o
attention to surface topography.
This brief elementary summary of factors
important in localization of caves in Texas
prepares us to divide the state into several
speleologic regions.
James Reddell (1962,1964)
has done this before, basing his subdivisions,
however, more on cavern morphology. The accompanying map shows the approximate boundaries of
nine speleologic regions,ignoring a few isolated caves.
Dominant characteristics of each of
these regions are described in the following
paragraphs.
A. COMANCHE PLATEAU.
Includes par ts of
Bosque, Burnet, Comanche, Coryell, Hamilton ,
Lampasas and Mills counties.
Caves occur in
usually the Edwards limestone, here fairly thin
and usually capping hills and divides. Jointing,
not especially common,
is related to the Balcones fault zone on the east and to small local
structures, some of which are due to solution
and compaction of underlying rocks. Most caves
seem to be related to bedding surfaces. Diamond Cave is the largest known cave.
B. BALCONES FAULT ZONE. Includes a strip
of counties (parts of)Bell, Williamson, Burnet,
Travis, Hays, Carnal, Bexar, Medina,
Uvalde ,
Kinney, and Val Verde which mark the boundary
between the Gulf Coastal Plain and the higher
Edwards Plateau.
Thick Edwards Limestone and
its western equivalents are the major caveformers with a few caves in the Trinity Group,
Buda Limestone, and especially to the west ,
Austin Group. Caves are especially abundant
along the Balcones Escarpment. Major faulting
with displacements up to 750 feet and associ at e d jo inting provide good ground-water conduits.
Many large caves are known including In n er
Space Caverns, Cobb Caverns,Robber Barons Cave,
Indi a n Creek Cave and Sally (Four Mile) Ca~e.
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C. GUADALUPE-BLANCO AREA. Includes parts
of Bexar, Blanco, Carnal, Hays and Kendall counties. Large caves occur in the reef limestones
of the Glen Rose Formation with a few small
caves in the ~dwards capping hills.
The Guadalupe-Blanco Area, really a subzone of the
Balcones Fault Zone,has the jointing and faulting common to the latter. Many major caves are
stream caves such as Honey Creek Cave, Spring
Branch Cave,and Bartels Cave. Other well-known
caves are Cascade Caverns, Natural Bridge Caverns, and Bracken Bat Cave.
D. LLANO REGION. Includes Llano and parts
of Blanco, Burnet, Gillespie, Kimble, Lampasas,
McCulloch, Mason, Menard and San Saba counties.
Caves are known from several limestone units,
the most notable of which is the Ellenburger
Group. Others are the Cap Mountain and Marble
Falls formations. Major faulting,
jointing,
and gentle folding are common.
Many caves develope as large fissure systems in areas of
intense jointing. The cavernous limestone units
ring an interior core of igneous and metamorphic
rocks which are speleologically almost barren.
Some of the larger caves of the Llano Region
are Longhorn Caverns, Buffalo Cave, Gorman Cave
and Mason Bat Cave.
E. EDWARDS PLATEAU, This area, consisting of the Edwards Plateau and its trans-Pecos
extension, the Stockton Plateau, has been subdivided into eastern and western on the basis
of major cave types.
E 1 . EASTERN EDWARDS PLATEAU,
Includes
Bandera, Kerr, Real and parts of Edwards ,
Gillespie, Kendall, Menard, Schleicher, a n d
Sutton Counties.
All the caves known are in
the Edwards Group or equivalent rocks. A few
minor faults are known with equally minor jointing, some of which may be related to solutional
removal of the Kirschberg Gypsum (in the lower
Edwards). Where the Kirschberg is locally preserved, the gypsum contains a few unusual caves .
Many of the caves show irregular plans, many
collapse rooms and much bedding plane development. Powell's Cave (9.6 miles long at this
writing), Fleming Bat· Cave, Station C Cave,
Dragoo Cave, and Cave of the Lakes are wellknown caves of the Eastern Edwards Plateau.
Ez. WESTERN EDWARDS PLATEAU.
Inc ludes
Crockett, Terrell and parts of Brewster, Irion,
Edwards, Pecos, Reagan, Schleicher, S u t ton,
Upt on and Val Verde counties. Like the Eastern
section all the caves are in the Edwards Group,
and faulting and jointing are minor. The area
is typ8fied by large branching caves w i t h
elliptical passages terminating in
circular
rooms and by multilevel maze caves. The former
are represented by Blackstone, Fern and Fawcett
Caves; the l a tter, by Caverns of Sonora and
Felton Cave. In addition there are a number of
linear deep caves with long drops such as 0-9
Well, Lang try Lead Cave and Emerald Sink.
F. BIG BEND.
Includes parts of Brewster
and Presidi o counties.
The few caves in the
Big Bend are in the Santa Elena and Del Carmen
forma tions (approximately equivalent to
the
Edwards Group),
t o talling about 1100 feet of
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massive limestone. There is major faulting and
folding in the area, but still very few known
caves, perhaps due to low rainfall in
past
times. However, large caves may be found with
more intensive search~
G.: REEF MOUNTAINS.
Includes Glass Mount~ns in Brewster and Pecos Counties; Deleware,
Apache, and Guadalupe Mountains in Culberson
County; and Sierra Diablo in Colberson a n d
Hudspeth Counties.
The reef mountains are so
named because they are composed in large part
of Permian reef limestone and associated rocks
which are the major cave-formers. Ground-water
movement was along primarydepositional features
of the reefs and along later joints initiated
by uplift of the mountain blocks.
Windlass
Cave in the Apaches, McAdoo Bat Cave
in
the
Sierra Diablo, and 400-Foot Cave in the Glass
Mountains are well known. The outstanding caves
in the Carlsbad Caverns area lend
continued
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hope to cave-hunting in the Reef Mountains.
H. GYPSUM PLAIN, In Culberson County ,
extends north into N ew Mexico. The gypsum
Plain is named for the 10 by 40 mile outcrop of
Castile Gypsum, ,which contains most of the
caves. A few caves are found in sink-hole · and
valley fill. Most caves are less than 500 feet
long, but quite varied in size and shape;
Border Cave, more than 1,000 feet long,has been
known for many years.
J. NORTHWEST TEXAS. Includes Childress,
·Cottle, Hall and parts o:E Armstrong,
Bricsoe~.
Collingsworth, Dickens, Foard, Fisher, Kent,
Hardeman, Hemphill,King, Motley, Nolan, Scurry,
Randall, Stonewall and Wheeler Counties. Caves
of Northwest Texas are forme·d in the Permian
gypsum with interbedded dolomite and shale, ex-·
cept for those in Palo Duro Canyon which are in
sandstone and landslide debris.
Most of the·

COMANCHE PLATEAU
BALCONES FAULT ZONE
GUADALUPE~BLANCO AREA
LLANO REGION
EASTERN EDWARDS PLATEAU
WESTERN EDWARDS PLA'rEAU
BIG BEND
REEF MOUNTAINS
CULBERSON GYPSUM PLAIN
NORTHWEST TEXAS
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caves are merely underground routes used by
stream floods from the upland areas to the
river valleys; some are subterranean meander
cut-offs. Best known are River Styx Cave, the
longest gypsum cave in Texas, Pothooks, Walkup,
and Aspermont Bat Caves.
·Salt Spring Cave and
Estelline Salt Hole are both salt water springs.
The nine speleologic regions
described
above omit some very interesting but isolated
caves and cave groups.
Among these are the
gypsite caves of Ward County, the caprock caves
in Lubbock County and the sandstone caves of
far East Texas.
Also neglected were isolated
caves in limestone far outside the regions,
such as Cramer's Scenic Mountain Cave in Howard
County, Hueco Mountains Shaft in El Paso County
and the Phantom Lake complex
in Jeff
Davis
County.
The table, showing the number of caves in
each region and other statistical information,
appears to give some idea of the
speleologic
"goodness" of each region; what it really gives
is the relative amount of time spent looking
for caves. All of the western" regions need
intensive search to determine their real merit,
but this by no means should deter further search
in the eastern regions.
Texas can now count
about 1400 known caves; all factors indicate
that there may be as many more not yet found.

Cave Distribution Ix\-The Speleologic Regions of
Texas

A. Comanche Plateau
B. Balcones Fault Zone
C. Guadalupe-Blanco Area
D. Llano Region
E1.Eastern Edwards Plateau
Ez.Western Edwards Plateau
F. Big Bend
G. Reef Mountains
H. Gypsum Plains
J. Northwest Texas

$ 773.53

INCOME
Regular Subsc~iptions
Special Subscriptions
Donations
Cartoon Book Sales(~)
Advertisements
Extra CAVER Sales
Survey Notebooks
Other *

$522.00
11.50
47.50
10.25
5.65
103.20
6.00
67.43

EXPENSES
Printing
Stationery, Plates, Paper
Postage
State Sales Tax
Other

$262.86
208.57
130.08
7.34
69.75

$ 678.60

BALANCE, DEC, 31, 1967

*

$

94.93

Guidebooks~ Deep Reports, Ye Olde History,
Brochures, Bal. from Dallas acct.(Feb l),etc.
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TABLE

Speleologic Region

STATEMENT OF INCOME AND EXPENSES - 1967

No. of Approx Caves
Caves
Area
per
Sq .Mi. 100
Sg .Mi.
23
480
136
245
156
140
11
13
52
48

3500
6300
1600
3900
7900
13300
1100
800
500
9300

0.67
7.50
8.50
6 . 28
1. 97
1.05
1.00
1.63
10.40
5.16

1 Reddell and Smith, 1966
References Cited
Reddell, James R. and William H. Russell (1962)
A Checklist of the Caves of Texas.
Texas Speleological Survey 1(5): 2-6
Reddell, James R. (1964) Distribution of Caves.
in A Guide to the Caves of Texas.
James Reddell, Ed. p. 7-14
Reddell, James R. and A. Richard Smith (1966)
A Revised Checklist of Texas Caves.
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SAVE THE CAVESl BE CONSERVATION MINDED AT ALL
TIMES!

Paid Subscriptions
Exchange Issues
Complimentary Copies
Complementary (Part paid)
TOTAL

182
36
9

13
240

NOTICE
After a search of more than three thousand
miles, covering Appalachian coal fields over
a 5-state wide area, the Speleo-Emporium is
pleased to announce that
a
limited,
but
varied, supply of genuine parts for Guy's
Dropper and Aut0-Lite ·- carbide lamps is now
available to the public. To ~it: bottoms,
reflectors, felt plates, felt holders, wingnuts, tips, reamers, complete lighters and
lighter parts, spades, water doors, Auto-Lite
spade brads & clip screws,
"Bumpergrips," ,
felts, gaskets and flints. New parts and a
few used lamps.
Those who have been in the caving business
for a few years know the superiority of the
Auto and Dropper lamps over those currently
being manufactured.
Production
of
these
lamps ceased in 1960 and parts are now as
scarce as hen's teeth. Inquiry invited: _
SPELEO-EMPORIUM
R. Finch, Prop.
Rm. -418, Dept of Geology
Univ. of Texas
Austin, Texas 78712
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Charles V Larsen
- CAVER OF THE MONTH
Charles V. Larsen, known to most TSA cavers as Chuck, first started caving in the late 1950's
in Alabama. Tumbling Rock and Anvil Caves are but two of the Alabama caves he has visited. His
first pit cave was likewise in Alabama. Chuck and some of his army buddi.es went caving one day
and stopped to ask a farmer permission to explore his cave.
"Why sure!", said the farmer and appointed some of his hired men to help the cavers.
"You see," said the farmer, "that cave is
a
deep one and you will need lots of rope to get in it.
I will have my boys tote my rope up to the
cave and lower you all down in."
The rope was about 200 feet of one=inch manilla - quite a load! After the entrance drop was
rigged with the rope! several pulleys, etc., Chuck was lowered first by order of rank (he was then
single). Next man down was the married man. Last, of course, \~ as the married man with children.
The hired boys stayed topside and played cards while the cavers checked out the pit cave below.
After leaving the Army, Chuck and Jane
Larsen returned to Dallas. Attending the 1960
NSS Convention at Carlsbad, Chuck and others
decided to form a Dallas-Fort Worth
Grotto.
The new grotto held its first
expedition to
Gorman Cave, Texas and surveyed the cave. Since
that time Chuck has held every grotto elected
office and is well known to other TSA cavers
who attend the Regional BOG meetings, . conventions and projects.
Chuck was also the 1963 TSA Chairman. How. ever, his term was cut short when business took
him to California. A Texas Instruments Electronic Technician, Chuck moved his family to
California for a year and worked on the Mariner
satellite project. Chuck is presently working
on airborne infrared systems.
In 1962 Chuck was one of the first spelunkers to explore Powell's Cave and realized that
this cave was one of the most extensive in
Texas. Since then Chuck has been at all of the
Region Projects held at Powell's Cave and is
probably be~t remembered
for staying
above
ground! Long hours were spent plotting
the
data that the survey teams gathered and the map
was drawn on the spot by Chuck.
However, he is no stranger to the . low
crawls of Powell's, nor the far ends of both
water passages.
Why does his hat have no lamp hook on it?
That's because Larsen prefers to hold the lamp
in his hand or hook it in his belt when climbing. It must help because Chuck'is known as a
"clean" caver. When others emerge from a "bad
one" covered from head-to-toe with brown cave
gloop, Larsen strides out without so much as a
spot of mud on his coveralls.
Congratulations to Chuck Larsen - CAVER OF
THE MONTH!

WHO do you nominate for Caver Of The Month?
Send information and B&W photo to the Texas Caver, PO Box · 143, Abilene, Texas 79604

Please send in your Grotto or Club NEWS each &
every month. Don't keep TSA cavers in suspense
about your .latest discoveries· & explorations~
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An Episode in (Near) Tragedy
by Dave Richardson
(Dave Richardson is a mis-placed
subscription to the TC.)

Texas caver who continues to keep up with the Region through his

Since moving to Virginia I have had the opportunity to take over a Boy Scout group(explorers)
and decided that I would take them caving one weekend. The initial trip was interesting,humorous,
and almost ended tragically.
We covered the preliminaries at the ~~eekly meeting; i.e. hard hat, gloves,
warm
clothing
good foot gear and three sources of light. I advised the boys that an inspection for these items
would be made prior to entering the cave.
We selected New River Cave which fea t ures every type of caving situation, crawling, walking,
climbing, chimneying; everything but difficult vertical work.
At the initial inspection of gear
prior to embarking on the long trek to the cave, I first examined the light situation. One boy
had a flashlight with two horribly corroded batteries literally welded to its innards.
After
cleaning it and reloading it with some spare batteries, I noticed that the second boy also had the
three sources of light - a candle, matches and a cigarette lighter.
After a few mumbled words to
myself, I explaine~ the need for a type of light that would project a definite beam.
The third boy had a flashlight that look
like it had barely survived the Civil War, but
he said it worked- occasionally ... naturally
it didri't work now! I outfitted the three boys
with what carbide lights and
flashlights
I
could, so that each had three sources of light
soon be out, and that they could be forced to
and we moved onward and upward. I say upward,
use auxiliary light sources.
I also reasoned
because the opening is at the top of a hill
that if they had left the cave,
they
could
covered with shale,
so that as one took two
possibly be in trouble, since the entrance was
steps forward he could be assured of sliding
a greater distance than their supply of light.
back three.
I began a systematic search of the other
After reaching the entrance we started to
passages while the other boy remained stationed
descend into the cave. The actual descent is
in the lunch room.
Three hours later we had
rather slow, and the stream level is located
failed to locate them and if they were in the
about 1000 feet from the entrance.
(See Caves
cave they were realizing the real facts of life
of Virginia, page 231.) We poked around in the
The only solution now was to hope they had
various side passages, and the boys seemed to
ventured toward the entrance, and to begin to
display a lot of enthusiasm.
We ate lunch in
search as we left the cave. The other boy was
the "Lunch Room" and proceeded to take a few
visibly shaken by this affair,
so I realized
pictures.
that I couldn't station him here in the event
From the lunchroom, five passages exit to
they returned. Also I felt sure that he could
various parts of the cave;we had already checknot find his way out alone and therefore
I
ed out two in the process of attempting to lowould be unable to remain behind myself.
We
cate a beatiful "Crystal Room", which because
gathered up an abundance of trash around the
of its remote location, has experienced
very
room, and placed it on a flat rock in order to
draw attention to a message that w e 1 e f t,
little vandalism. We selected a passage, I put
should they return and find us gone. We began
the clumsiest boy behind me, and off we went.
our march toward the entrance.
We approached a point where the passage
Five minutes from the entrance we.met a
narrowed down and the ovbious route seemed to
group of five students carrying one Coleman
be a chimney overhead. I climbed and instructed
the boy behind me to do likewise. I stationed
lantern between them. They had plans to spend
an hour or so in the cave, so I proceeded to
him to wait for the others as I went to poke
advise them of the possible hazards, should
around a little.
Fifteen minutes later
the
they accidently drop or mishandle the lantern.
group was not behind me, so returned and the
They just looked through me, and went on. This
one boy indicated that the others had not appeared below. We climbed down and retraced out
obviously wasn't my day.
When we arrived at the entrance,
sure
steps to the lunch room.
They were nowhere to
be found.
I deduced that one of two things
enough, there were the boys. Needless to say,
we had a serious discussion on the spot, and
could have happened; they
returned and took
another passage, or they left the cave.
since then have been on many interesting,
but
· Since we had only been in the cave for a
uneventful trips.
few hours I felt sure that the
enthusiastic
It is a good lesson for all concerned,
pair would have wandered off somewhere. I knew
never overestimate the knowledge or abilities
they could handle themselves, but also realized
of any group or expedition. The results could
that their carbide and battery supply would
be tragic.
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CAVES DRAW CURIOUS CLAN
by Connie Taylor
(Editor's note: The foll ow ing art i cle appeared in the October 1967 issue of the "Wildcat Rambler"
school paper of Temple High School, Temple, Texas.
It is reprinted here without permission of the
newspaper, but with the encour agement of t he l eader a nd sponsor of the group Mr. Bobby McDaniel, a
teacher in the Temple High Schoo l.
Th e pictures were t ake n by Jean McLachlan also a teacher at
Temple High School.)
Beware! Spelunkers are in our midsts ~
What is a spelunker? It is a person who exp l o res caves as a sportsman or as an amateur speleologist.
Early one Saturday morning a small group of h ardy spelunkers, led by Mr. Bobby McDaniel, left
t o be g in exploration of sever a l caves .
The first stop for this group, which sons isted of Gl enn Hastings, members of the
National
Speleological Society, Crai g Curl ee, Don Greenway , Mike Farrell, John Re.dwine, Burt Jones and Jim
Helbert was Harrell's Cavern situ ated near Bend , Texas.
After using a rope ladder and rope to make
the descent of a dangerous 75 feet, the
gro up
spent nearly-three hours in i ntensive exp l or a back t wo miles an underground river 20 to 30
tion. Beautiful rock and mud formati ons along
fee t deep reaching from the bottom to the top
with numerous bats were seen.
of the cave was sighted.
An exciting return to the surface included
They also discovered a totally new and unsome difficulty in assisting other companions.
exp l ore d cave at Gorman Falls .
. Deciding this
Craig Curlee especially e x peri enced h ards hips
cave merits a return trip for mapping and furbut was readily aided.
ther exploration,
the group pla~s future exc ursions.
Then proceeding to Gorman Falls, the y went
bebind aLwater£8.11 to reach a relad vely' sma ll
This exploration which is - not school _ ~pon
cave which was probably an an imals lair. Leav sored, is intriguing in the disc-o very of the
ing this cave and going down the ri ver o n e -h a lf
underground world.
mile. another ' vast cavern was . reach ed.
Going
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DOWN :

kaver krossword

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
9.
11 .
12.
13 .
14 .
15 .
16 .
17 .
18.
19.
27.
28 .
29.
30 .
31.

ACROSS
l. What Devil ' s sinkhole is .
4 . Often mee t ing plac e of TSA BOG
8 . Ent rance . (Abbr )
9 . San An toni o (abbr )
10: What you don ' t see many of i n the
Texas Caver
11. What Kun a t h is .
14 . Lives i n San Ange l o .
17 . Used for l ight in cave photos
20 . Initia l s of name s often cal l ed
cavers by unhappy l andowners .
21. "Let ' s se e ,
ought to be
around here---s;;;eplace."
22. Common know .
23 . Shortened ve r sion of wha t' s i n Sonora .
(In order t o make it fit i n the
puzzle) .
24 . Masculine " t he " to Mexicans .
25 . What your c a rb i de l amp won' t stay
after about 3 hours.
26 . Verba l reaction t o many caving stories.
28. What some cave fish are .
30 . TSA cave deve l oper .
33. I n it ials of Mexic an Poli t i c a l par t y
i n powe r now.
34 . The way d i rt fi na l ly ge t s off of
some Texas Cavers .
35 . Where a Texas Caver keeps wax .
36 . Answer a caver is liable t o get when
asking wi fe for mon ey to go caving .
37. Board of Governors (abbr)
38, Unusual c ave formations.
39 . N'arne g iv en t o unbraided rope .

32 .
33.

NSS Board of Di rec t ors memb e r now a t
Su l Ross College .
What ever caver hates to f i nd .
El apsed Time -- used i n judging de pth
of pits .
Homemade substitute s for Jurnars .
Chief transportat i on of cave r s .
Southwes t ern-Un i ver si ty .
Austin based c aver --T. R. ______
Si t e of ' 65 TSA Convention . (abbr)
Emergency ligh t source .
Cave mamma l. Yes, t he f l y ing kind .
NSS chartered club .
Made importan t discovery a t NB C.
Horne of Texas Gaver.
Lower rear par t of cave boo ts . Also ,
name some t imes used for caver s.
Depos i t lef t i n cave after floo d ,
Dick Smi t h's middle n ame .
TC Ed i tor for severa l ye ar s.
Seat used to rappel l.
Exp r ession of caver i n Alz a far Wa t er CAve .
Wha t drops do .
Cavers favorite dr ink .
Probable final destinat i on of many
Texas Cavers .
Editor of Texas Caver .
Where a Texas Caver would go after he
went "Pothole-ing ."

ADVERTISEMENT
SELL OR EXCHANGE, New and se condhand caving
publica t ions . Write for l ist s from: - TONY
OLDHAM , 17 Freernantle Road Eastvi ll e, Br i sto l ,
5 , Eng l and .

Here are some needs of the Caver:
1 - Your nominations for Caverof The Mo.
Send information and photo (B&W)
2 - A few gi ft subscriptions f or your favorite caving friena, buday, or mate.
3 -Material for a want-ad column.
4 -Descriptive cave articles.

a~ vert ise

in

t~e l[XAS CAV[R

Conta c t: Ad ve rtising Manag e r, Bart Crisman,
658 North Willis Street, Abile ne, Tex . 79603 .
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News
ABILENE
An annual affair was held at the home of
the Secretary, Jim Estes, and was the Mexican
Dinner which has been a traditional feast eacy
year. "Enchiladas, nachos, beans, tostados, and
hot coffee, Brazilian dessert, and brownies was
_a large menu indeed.
As a consequence of this
meal, supplied by most all members of the grotto, the orgbnization has gained in tonnage.
Several members were out of town during
the Christmas holidays.
Jim Estes and family
spent Christma1 weekend in Fort Worth.
The
Gray's made a brief visit with his folks in
Brownwood.
Bart C risman, Estes, and Larry Kirschner
made a weekend trip in January to Wheat Cave,
mapping most of the cave and also Wheat Cave No.
1, or Bat Cave on the same ranch.
Grotto address: Jim Estes, 2818 S. 39th
Street, Abilene, Texas 79604.
Meetings: First Tuesday of ea. month at
7 PM, either at 1458 Marsalis or 658 N. Willis.

A&I
After nearly caving ourselves to death
last semester with seyeral large club trips to
various places in. Texas and Mexico including
the AMCS Project during Thanksgiving, the Texas
A&i Speleological.Society wound up the year in
a very anticlimactic way. During th~ entire 18day Christmas vacation only one cave was entered by any of the A&I members, and that was in
Indiana.. Craig and Steve Bittinger explored
Wayne Cave near Bloomington. Dr. Bittinger. was
in Mexico crawling through t~nnels in pyramids
and Gill Ediger spent one day .in the Boerne
area with Larry Schmidt traipsing around above
ground looking for steaming pits. Several were
found, but none entered due to cold weather and
other things.
Tom -Levi and Jan Weeks tried to
get to. Gorman Falls~ but found it closed for
deer season. Several trips had been planned to
last from 2 to 15 days, but for various reasons
they failed to materialize.
Wedding bells will be ringing sometime in
the future around the TAISS. Tom Levi. and Janice Weeks have announced their engagement, but
no date has been set for the wedding. It will
probably be before school starts next year.
Six A&I cavers were on hand at _the BOG
meeting in San Saba.
Gill Ediger and John
Kreidler were voting, and Phylis Blevins, Craig
and Steve Bittinger, and Neal Morris were along
for the ride. After the meeting they went to
Gorman Falls Cave and were greeted upon exitting by freezing weather.
Power Wagon and four

wheel drive got them through the mudholes and
back up the hill to GF Camp where they unanimously decided to pitch in one dollar each for
the renting of a cabin ( co~veniently provided
with only a screen door). However, with good
sleeping bags the night's rest was made tolerable. After more than a little trouble getting
the Power Wagon started the next morning due to
cold weather (some said 16°) the group made it
on back to Kingsville, not completely satisfied
with the weekend's activities, but glad to
be
back to a warm bed.
Once again, because it s·eems to have missed being printed the first time, the Texas A&J
Speleological Society meets the 1st and 3rd
Tuesdays of each month in roDm 210 of the Biology and Earth Science Building at 7 PM. Any
other cavers in the area are invited to attend.
The club's phone number is (512) LY2-6461, ext.
1236. Ask for Ediger or Kreidler.
Club address: P. o. Box 2213 Texas A&I
University, Kingsville, Texas 78363 •.

BALCONES
The Balcones Grotto held its January mee~
ing at the home of Terry Raines; as the meeting
was held a week late to allow recovery from the
Holiday trips; Slides were shown of the trip
to northern Mexico by Bill and Car91 Russell
along with James Reddell from Texas Tech and
Bill Calvert from UTG. _The first cave visited
on the trip, primarily a biological collecting
trip was Cueva de Leon, Northwest of Mus·quiz,
Coah. This cave ~as reached after a rough
three hour drive up
the scenic Canon de Alameda
I
crossing the Rio Alameda several times. For
many of the crossings the four wheel drive low
range was necessary. Cueva de Leon· was a bat
cave about 700 feet long. ·
From the Musquiz · area we drove to Cuatro1
Cienagas where we planned to drive south to
Cueva de I Porvenir.
However,
an engineer in
.
Cuatrocienagas told us to visit Cueva de El
Pedregosa as it was on the way and one could
drive ri~ht to it. The flat desert south of
Cuatrocienagas is crosscrossed with numerous
roads and tracks, but by luck and finding people in the right places we finally arrived at
the entrance to Ca!l.on de Pedregosa only to .f ind
that the road had been· washed out. So we had
to use 4 wheel drive again for the next six
milel up the ary canyon floor. On the way were
several interesting caves in the canyon walls,
including one about 300 feet long that made a
i s
comp'lete circle. Cue_v a de El Pedregosa
about 1200 feet long and consists mostly of
passage about 50 feet ' high and 30 feet widP.
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'j. e4-,
we 1 ..t.e .La.J:.e .th.-i.A. ,_on;th,
euen .Lar.-e...t.
.than •~<w..al- .
find a)_./_ we. can b.Lar.£e. -i--t on -i.-d. a.
r.ta.j..o..t. co,;tpo..n.L{ con{e...t.ence. .tha.J:. -i.A. .U;tpe.nd-i..nr;- .tha.J:.
c~ n.ht. 0.ame4. a.nd r.te 4-hor.A; of Ur.e.
fJn o.the..t.
wo..t.d4. we" :took W•e. o~.t {..tor.• .the. CflU[l(. ;th.V.,. p<l-4--t
n•on..th :to ~..t.e. ;tha.;t we. wodd have f-o b4- a.n.d a.
r.te.i:zn4 o { 4-~ppo..t..t {o..t. a. few n•o..t.e r.•on.t.h4-.
We 1U
;f;./c.L{ no .:t :to .Let. a happe.rl. a.q.a.-i..n.
Nave. LfO~ hone.4-.:t.LLf .tho~~l.t .La..te..LL{ a.bo~.t .the
baA4c e.ry~-i..pm.e.n;l; needed {o..t. ca.v-i.nc;?
Nave. LfO~
ha.d .the. oppo..t.~r'~f .to .:te.U a. nov-i-ce what. :to
bltA.n.g. Cuid wha.J:. .to we.a...t. on hM- {~.t ca.v-i.ng. ~p?
f);t 1Y--i.~ be q.ood -i.{ we. pltA.n..ted 4-~ch a. _.L-i.4..t -i.n
.the. ·ve...t.L{ ne.a...t. ~~~e. {o..t. {I) -tho4-e. no V-t-e.e.4- who
n£-i.q-!vt cha.n.ce a.c..t.04-4- .the. ~~e. a.nd { 2) .to he..Lp
LfO~ .Le.4-.:t •to~ f o..t.r:;,e..t 4-0ine..tlvi..n.c,;. when ~c.t-i.n'f
.tha.J:. ne. >Vt no v we..
/Ju..t wha.J:. wo~d LfO~ -i.n~de. on 4-~ch a. .L-i-4-.t?
Now t.l~ -i.A. a. .L.<A-.t of 4-U-i.c.t.Ltt p e.-tA-o na..L q.ea...t.
a.nd c.Lo.tlv-i.n'f: car.te...t.a.4- 1 .La.dde-1:.4-, ..top&:, coUe.c.:t-i.on
boV..)_e.4- a.nd <~.o on wodd co,;te. ~nde..t. cyr..o.t.to o.t.
o:p:t-i.ona..L ery~-i:.pme.n.t.
Sa dorDn -vU;-ht. now and do
<1.01:!e. he.a.d <~.c..t.a.t.cfv-i.n'} a.nd <~.end nte a. .L-i.A..t o { wha.J:.
L{O~ wodd con.4--i.de...t. .the ..t.eq.~e.d r.c-i.n..ia~t of
pe.4:.4-ona..L e.~-i.p~e.n.t { o..t. a.n ~pe.c.te.d 6 ho~ cave
.toM. We.' U comb-i.ne., e..L.t.r..-i.na..te a.nd p~b.L-i.4.h .the
..t.e.4-d.t -i.n a. {~e. ed~n. ··
f)
wa.4- cun~ed aJ;. a.n ~e -i.n a. ..t.ecen.t
e>echa.nr;.e. ~~e. t.ha.J:. ..t.ecomJH.ended Ca.4:...t.Lf-i.ntf ma.t.che<~
-i.n 4-p a..t.e. ca...t.b-i.de .to ·keep .thl?h Mtf a.nd .t.e. a.dLf :to
~e.
Lje.<~., .{.;tl <~. a. r;-ood -i-dea..
Ca...t.b-i.de. -i-4- a. Ve..t.L{
g.ood d~a.n.t and mo<~..t of ~ do _ha.ve. 4-pa.-t.e
criA.b-i.de wah ~<~-. fJ u.t. wha.J:.I 4 WM nt;- wUh .the /J Olf
ScoU-t Uea. of d-i-pp'-i.ng. .the ma..tch head -i.n me..L.ted
pa...t.a.ftw?
Pa..t.a.{f-i.n -i-4- cheap, ea.4-L{ :to ~e ~d
a. .LU.tLe q.oeA- a. .Lone; waq · when ~ed -t.n .th-i.4.
waq a.nd .the li£a.U!i.e<~. w-i..L.L <~.;f;.;c.-i.ke. even a.{.te..t.
be.-i.nr;- .<l.O aked -i.n wa..t~.
One. up · .thti.t'<~. -te-a..L c;ood, of-ten L{ O ~ don 1 .t
have a. Mt.f <~-~{ace on wh-i.ch :to <~.t...t.-tke a. ma.J:.ch.
Lv...e a.no.the...t. ma..tch.
P.La.ce .the hea.d4- .tor;-et.he..t.
.then w.t..th a. ~-i..ck .tw -i-4-.t, 4-;f;/r,.i.k e one o4:. b o~·
fJncUen.t..Lq, a m.-Vfht. be. a. r;-ood Uea. .to p..t.a.c.t:A-c.e
.th-i.4. once o-t. t.w-i.ce, on .the <~-~+-t{a.ce, w-i--th 1-fOM
et.fe-4. c.Lo<~.ed 4-0 . .tha-t ,j.f. · qo~ e.vu have . ;tc do a
M1- a.n er.'e..t.g.encq, U
won 1 .t be new.
<Jhe ~a..L cQnv~n · -i-4- con•-i.ncr ~p , pMb ~ .
•a.b.Lq -i.n .La..te flp~t.U bu..t we. 1U .know molt.e a.bM.t a
-i:.n .the ne>Ct. ~e o..t. a.4- <~.oon a.4- .the new.Lq dec-ted U-i.ce-Ch~a.n f)ohn. 9-i-4-h 4-e.:t<l- .the da..te and
p.La.ce.
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Near the end there is a dome room where
ceiling appears to be over 70 feet high. The
cave has been extensively mined with numerous
The miners have left behind several
dug pits.
notched log ladders and a winch made of logs.
Time ran out on us in this cave and we were
forced to return to Austin leaving Cueva de
porvenir for the future.
As usual, there were trips to Inner Space.
A new route was discovered that leads to the
upper level and bypasses a very bad breakdown
crawl. This short-cut was disoovered by tracing ai~ flow. It is hoped that new cave can be
found this way also.
Grotto meets the first Tues. of the month
at 7:30PM in the Howson Library meeting rooms
2500 Exposition, Austin, Texas.
Grotto address: Box 7551, University Station, Austin, Texas 78712 •

DALLAS- F.W.
Not much caving during t~e month of December. Grotto members enjoyed the usual Christmas party -white elephant tyPe. Some most unusual gifts were seen during the festivities •
The Robinsons and the Burches reported
only snow caves following a week in the northern New Mexic o snow fields.
They later headed
south to meet Lindsley, Greene and Davis in the
Guadalupes on New Year's weekend. S e v e r al
small caves were visited by the group.
Claude Head and Jack prince (both of Mayfield Cave fame for the ledge crossing) went
with Lindsley up to the Arkansas Ozarks ·t o
visit a cave or three. Jim Schermerhorn met the
trio and some major gate repair resulted after
several hours at the cave entrance. Dogpatch
Caverns was visited while looking around the
property where "Dogpatch" is being constructed.
Dogpatch will be an Arkansas style "Six Flags"
attraction and will open to the public this
summer •
The club meets the fourth ThUrsday of each
month at 8:00 PM, Carpenter Hall, University of
Dallas, Rm. 101, Irving.
Grotto address:
Katherine Goodbar, 6621
Sunnyland Lane, Dallas, Texas 75214.

S.W. TEX.
ARE' YOU USING your 'Landowner brochures, "Your
C~ve ·••• And You. 11 ? That's w.)1at th~y are fo.r!

At this writing, the spring semester is
one week old , and it looks like the next four
months will be prosperous for SWT Caving Club.
and its members. There were some 60 interested
people at our first meeting on 1 Feb. It looks
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I NDEX
VOLUME XII, 1967
A CAVER'S LAMENT
166
AMCS PROJECT NO. 1
165
93
A PROBLEM OF SEWAGE DISPOSAL
A SECOND LOOK AT PROJECTS
9
ABILENE GROTESQUE GROTTO 13,31 , 48, 61
88,139, 169
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117,126,139,155,169
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39
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62
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24
BUILD A CAMERA BAR
42
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95
Burch, Jack C. 3,11,35,44,58,73, 84,
101, 117
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CAPOTE FALLS
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Caver of the Month
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CAVERELLA
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MEXICAN DELIGHTS
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25
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101
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69
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like we'll tack on a few new members to our 45
of the fall semester.
We ar~ proud of the acquisitions that our
club has made since last year. We have in our
possession about 2000 feet of Goldline, three
Brunton compasses and the most recent purchase
was some drafting equipment.
Our new Leroy
lettering set surely makes our maps more professional-looking.
Joe Sumbera, who has just trasnferred from
Texas back to SWT, has turned out 4 maps since
he returned to San Marcos.
Over the Christmas
holidays, Joe was part of an internationally
flavored eXpedition that entered two caves near
Huatla, SE of Mexico City.
We have
enjoyed
hearing his comments concerning the groups' experiences which included
establishing a new
depth record for the Western Hemisphere.
On the
local scene, many short trips have
been made but nothing exceptional has turned
up. Last Sunday (28 Jan?) one of the shortest
caving trips on record was made. Gary Vigil,
Keith Heuss, Mike Conder, Joe Sumbera and Bill
Miller walked for only a block· from the dorm
and were at -the entrance of Academy Cave. We
had finished mapping it in about 30 minutes.
Later, Vigil, Heuss, Conder and Sumbera went to
McCarty Cave on a picture taking trip.
The
slides were shown at our
first meeting
and
Keith Heuss did an exceptional job with his
camera.'
On Jan. 24, Miles Abernathy
and another
caver from Texas came down and Joe and Keith
accompanied them to Fisher's Pit near Devil's
Backbone.
They encountered 2 water falls because of recent local rains.
I imagine there were many trips since the
last write-up, but they haven't been reported
to me. I am sure, however, that Brian peterson
has been caving in Inner Space.
Doesn't
he
always?
The most important club news is that we
are in the. process of applying for grotto membership in the National Speleological Society,
and we are excited about that.
Until later ••• good caving!
The club meets the 2nd and 4th Thursday of
each month, 7:30 PM, Science Bldg., Room 3.
Club address:
Martha Burk, Secretary ,
Falls Hall, San Marcos, Texas 78666.

TEX. TECH.
There hasn't been much cave-crawling done
this past month due to many members being out
of town for the holidays, and others under last
minute preparations for finals; but one groUp
did visit Endless and Dry on the weekend of 8
December. These hardy cavers were blessed with
one of the first snowfalls of the winter, and
besides enjoying their favorite hobby, they indulged in some good-natured snowball
fights.
This group included: Mike Chastain,James Elk~n,

196o
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John Ardridge, Linda Liston, Noel Ischy, Dayyn
Lien, Mark Randall, Jimmy Platz and Dr. Howe.
A vague report comes in from Jon Vinson
about a short trip to the same area over the
holidays, but any details are still forth-coming.
Jan. 6 saw Vinson, Fowler, and Reddell
attending the "~ngthy" BOG meeting in San Saba
where some nasty weather spoiled their planned
lead checking.
The club meets the 2nd and 4th Tues. of ea.
month, 8:30 PM, Science Bldg., Rm. 48.
Club address: Box 4348 Tech Sta., Lubbock,
Texas 79406 •

UN IV. OF TEXAS
The highlights of the holiday season was
the trip to the Huatla area about 250 miles
southeast of Mexico City in extreme . horthern
Oaxaca. Texas cavers .John Fish, T. R. Evans,
Joe Sumbera and Bill Dean were joined by several eastern cavers and a Canadian group from
McMasters University.
The group arrived with
a norther and at first encountered several days
of rain. As the deep vertical caves were too
wet, the time was spent looking for new caves,
and several promising leads were found.
As soon as the caves were dry enough the
UT group entered Sotano de San Agustin, while
the Canadian group went to explore Sotano de
Rfo Iglesia, about a quarter of a mile away.
Sotano de San Agustin had previously been
eXplored and mapped to a depth of 1472 feet, to
where a vertical fissure drepped for at least
150 more feet. It was hoped that during the
dry season there would be little water in the
cave, but the preceeding several days of rain
had caused many of the waterfalls in the cave
to flow. When the group arrived at the 1472
foot level they found considerable water enter'fng the fissure. But, John Fish was able to
rappel 150 more feet to a point where he was
stopped by the force of the water.
From this
vantage point he could see downward for about
50 feet to a small pool at the edge of another
drop. Rocks tossed past. this pool could not be
heard above the sound of the water. tt was decided to return to the cave probably Easter,
equipped with wet suits and electric lights and
to establish a camp at the 850 foot level.
Meanwhile, over the hill at S~tano de Rio
Iglesia, the well equipped Canadians group split
into two teams, one team following the water
passage, and the other checking a series of
large rooms and dreps. . As faster progress was
being made through the dry area, t h e
teams
joined and spent four days in the cave, surveying between one and one and a half miles o f
cave, and reaching a depth of approximately
1710 feet; making S~tano de Rio .Iglesia
th~
deepest eXplored cave in North Ameriaa.
The
dry part of the cave ended at this depth, but
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it is possible that tne stream passage continues.
1erry Plemmons and James Strickland also
visited in Mexico. First they drove to the
exotic mining town of Catorce,west of Matehuala.
This mostly abandoned town is reached through a
Meeting other
one lane tunnel 1.2 miles long.
cars can be a problem.
The group then drove
north to Huasteca Canyon near Monterrey where
cave hunting produced a cave that had been partly explored earlier and tentatively named Texas
State Bank Cave.(The cave was explored with TSB
matches). Strickland, Plemons and party explored the cave further, finding t w o large
breakdown rooms and a 60 foot pit. Lack of
time and an abundance of tarantulas prevented
further exploration.
Texas activity included trips to Inner
Space and the discovery of a cave by Tom White
At present the cave is
on his father's ranch.
too small to enter, but plans are being made to
remedy this deficiency .'
Roy and Johnn~e Brooks were treated to a
special flashlight tour of Natural Bridge Caverns when the lights were inadvertently turn~
out. Don Erickson is back from six months
National Guard training in the swamps of Louisiana and reports no pits except the ones th~y
had to dig. A. Richard Smith, editor of TSS,is
about to leave on a three-week trip to Guatemala
with Russ Gurney and a TV crew to film India~
ceremonial cav.e s. We all with him luck.
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